The following items are not permitted in the exam hall:

- Mobile phones
- Paper notes
- Mp3 player
- Bag
- Pencil case
- Notes on body
Students are not permitted to take any of the following into an examination hall:

A. Mobile phone/Smartphone device
B. Notes - written or typed
C. Writing of any nature on one’s equipment or one’s person, e.g. on hands or arms
D. Calculator cover
E. Can or labelled bottle
F. iPod/iPad/MP3 player or any electronic device (excluding non-programmable calculator)
G. All articles which contain a digital screen or the ability to communicate remotely
H. Pencil case
I. Glasses case
J. Large purse
K. Bag, including handbag
L. All personal non-exam related items for example ornaments, artefacts and cuddly toys

DO NOT bring valuable items to the examination venues. AIT is not in a position to secure these for you and they will have to be left outside the venue at your own risk.

Should candidates be found in possession of the above items, it will be confiscated and the matter will be reported, as a breach of examination regulations.